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I CHAPTER I 
II INTRODUCTION ,. 
I 
Cardiovascular disease is the major health problem in the Uni.ted 
States to-da,yJ The National Health Education Committee estimates that be· 
tween nine and ten million people are suffering from diseases of the heart 
and circulation. The committee also reports that fifty .... :f'our per cent of 
aU deaths in the United States are caused by cardiovascular ... renal. disease.l 
This percentage is high, but it would be even higher without the sa:f'e1 ef-
lrective use o£ digitalis. ~e use of digitalis marks the beginning of the 
modern era of cardiac therap,y. Millions of people owe their lives to digi-
talis and the judicious use of its various preparations.n2 
Four hundred years ago a Bavarian physician, Leonard Fuchs, pointed 
,out the use of digitalis to pbysicians and scientists in England. He in-
\ formed them it could be used to "scatter dropsy, to relieve swelling of 
I 
the liver and even to bring on menstrual flow. n.3 Although farmers and 
housewives had used it for centuries to cure dropsy, physicians in general 
.. 
refused to recognize digitalis and :its benefits .. 
1The National Health Education Committee, Inc., "What Are the Facts About 
Diseases of the Heart and Circulation in the United States?" Facts on 
the Major Killing and Crippling Diseases in the United States To-day, 
New York: The National Health Ed.ucati.on Committee, Inc.,, 19S71 pp. 2 
and S. · 
il 
I 
' i! 
I 
2
»rohman, Phillips I., "Digitalis and its Derivatives, n The American Jour- !' 
nal of .Nursing, p. 172, February 1957. 
3
suverman, Milton, Ha.gic in a Bottle, New York: The Macmillan Co., 19571 
p. 61 • 
---~ 
li 
li 
-
2 
ln the eighteenth centur.y, William Withering demonstrated by innu-
merable experiments, the increased value of digitalis. He showed that sate 
administration of digitalis was possible if the dosage was determined b,y 
careful calculation of the drug according to its varying effects on the spe ... 
cific individual. ~sicians accepted and adopted the use of digitalis, but 
they ignored the warnings regarding the dangerous effects of the drug. The 
results were tragic. Toxicity became a common occurrence and deaths were 
multiple. 
"The value of a drug is determined in part by the brain of the man 
who administers it.n4 The use of~ drug, its acceptance and rejection 
is based on man • s beliefs and knowledge. Four hundred years of endless 
research based on sci.entific methods has convinced physicians they can 
_4lt believe in digitalis. These years of work haVP given physicians the know-
ledge to administer the drug safely and effectively. 
•• 
:I 
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The primary question of this study was does the nursing student 
possess an understanding of the pharmacodynamics of digitalis necessar,r for 
sate preparation and administration of digitalis? The administration of 
digi talie is an important and frequent nursing care function performed by 
the nursing student, and the physician depends upon the nurse for its ad .... 
ministration. Does the nursing student have sufficient knowledge? Gipe 
and Sellew stated, "Mistakes due to lack of knowledge o:f drugs and of the 
usual dosage are common. n5 
4 Ibid., p. 79. 
SGipe, Florence M.., and Sellew_, Gladys, Ward Administration and Clinical 
Teaching., St. Louis: The c. v. Mosby Company, 1949, p. 208 • 
II 
r 
Statement of ·the Problem . ___ .......,.. ......... 
This study was undertaken to determine the pharmacodynamics of digi-
talis which the nursing student understands at the end of thirty months 
in a three year diploma. program in nursing. The study will attempt to 
answer the following questions: 
1. Does the nursing. stud.e~t reveal a deficiency in her knowledge of 
digitalis and its derivatives in the following areas? 
a., The purpose of the administration of digitalis. 
b. The therapeutic effect of digitalis. 
c. The average dosage of digitalis. 
d., The toxic symptoms of digitalis. 
e. The contraindi~ations of digitalis. 
2. Does the nursing student reveal a deficiency in her knowledge 
of -responsibility to the patient, the nurse in charge and the physician 
when she is administering digitalis? 
Justification~~ ;:;.Pl:-;;..o;;.;b;.;;;l;.;;;e;;;:;m 
The average student who is enrolled in a three year nursing pro-
gram has had no previous preparation in pharmacology. After a minimum or 
forty-five hours of phar.macology she is expected to administer digitalis 
and its derivatives with sufficient lmowledge and understanding to insure 
safe, effective use. 
It is the writer•s beli.ef that the nursing student does not have 
sufficient knowledge of the pbar.maaodynamics ot digitalis and its derive.~ 
tives to administer these medications with the understanding that is necess-
-, ar'yo The writer has found from her practice of nursing that the nurs:ln~ 
. ' 
f 
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student o.ften gives digitalis rrrlthout checking either the radial or apical 
pulse and/or that she admini.sters the medication although she observes the 
pulse to be below sixty., Nursing students have also been observed giving 
digital is when the patient exhibited such toxic symptoms as nausea, vomit-
ing and anorexia. 
The wr1.ter •s beliefs and observations have been reinforced by' con-
ferences with other staff nurses, head nurses, clinical instructors and 
the director and educational director where the study was done. These 
nurses have stated that they too believe the students do not have an ade-
quate understanding of the pharmacodynamics of digital is. They have 
found from past conferences with the students that they were not able to 
answer questions related to the minimum, maximum and average dose of 
digitalis, nor do they understand the therapeutic effects and contraindi ... 
cations o£ administration. Ths,y too have noted that the nursing students 
often administer digitalis without noting the pulse rate. These are 
important aspects in the preparation and administration or digitalis. 
"Care or the patient with cardiovascular disease is beeoming com ... 
mon in the experience or nurses in almost all or the clinical specialties 
and in public health .. n6 Digitalis is one of the frequent cardiae muscle 
stimulants prescribed to cardiovascular patients. The nursing student is 
frequently responsible £or the administration of this drug, 
6 Modell, Walter and Schwartz, Doris R., ~andbook of Cardiology-. for Nurses, 
New York: Springer Publishing Company, Inc., 1949 • Forward VII. 
• 
r 
I 
Barret.t states, 
The nurs~ should know the purpose of the order for the particular 
patient and the desired effect. The doctor depends on her to 
carr,y out his orders safely and effectively and to report and 
record results of treatments and their effects on the patient 
so that he tiill be able to judge t~erapeutio value and know 
when to discontinue the procedure. 
The nursing student must have basic information about dig1.talis if sate 
therapeutic care is to be attained. 
Gipe and Sellew state, 
Nursing is so essential in the care o£ the patient that the phy-
sician's work is limited unless he can rely on the nursing stat£ 
to carry out the optimum component of nursing care in the medical 
plan for the patient.6 .. 
ScoE! ~ Limitations 
This stud.v was done at the Newton...WSllesley Hospltal1 which has a 
nursing program that is accredited by the Accrediting Service of the 
National League for Nursing. Two-hUndred and fifty of the two....hundred 
·and ninety beds in tM.s general hospital are available for medical ... 
surgical patients. The nursing student is engaged in nursing care prac ... 
tice on the six med:i.cal-surgical units for a minimum pari.od of forty-
three weeks. 
Learning experiences in the preparation and the administration of 
digitalis begin for the nursing student at the end of the first six ~onths 
in the educational program. These leaming experiences are continued in-
li termittentq throughout the remaining thirty months. 
/7Barrett, Jean, Ward Management and Teaching, New York; Appleton-CentUl"Y 
Crofts, l9S4, p. 178. 
8Gipe and Sellew1 op. cit., P• 192. 
j. 
I 
:. 
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'lhe study, which was done in one hospital, attempted to secure in-
formation from fifty ... one nursing students to determine their understand-
ing of the pharmacodynamics of digitalis... The device used for the study 
was a thirty-five item questionnaire9 which was administered by an in-
structor who is a member of the faculty at the Newton~Wellesley Hospital, 
at three o'clock in the afternoon, directly preceding the a.dmi.nistration 
of a standardized medical-surgical examination, The fact that the ques-
tionnaire preceded this other examination m~ have influenced the per-
formance of the students on the questionnaire. 
No attempt was made to evaluate the students• skills or attitudes 
in th.El administration of digitalis because of the non ... specifio nature ot 
these two areas in rela.ti.on to the study. Therefore, observati.on in the 
e clinical. area was not deemed necessary • 
•.. 
Definition £! Terms 
"Pharmacod;mamics is the study of the action of drugs on the liv ... 
ing organism. Pharmacodynamics also deals with the absorption of crugst 
their fate in the body, and the mechani.sm of their excretion .. nlO In this 
st~ pharmacodynamics refers to the above definition. 
_Understand: Knowledge which indicates the ability to apply' sound 
judgment in the preparation and administration or digitalis. 
Deficient= Knowledge which indicates the inability to app]Jr sound 
judgment in the preparation and administration of digitalis. 
9see Appendix 
10Goodman• Louis and Gilman, Alfrid, 'l'he Ph~acolog:t.cal , Basis of Thera .... 
· peutics, New York: t-Tacmillan Oo., 1941, P• li. 
··~, 
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Preview !!?£ Methodology 
An interview with the director and educational director or the school 
of nursing was held to obtain permission to conduct the study at the 
Newton-Wellesley Hospital. 
A questionnairecomposed of thirty-five items was formulated and 
tested on five graduate nurses. A number of questions were deleted be-
cause of either irrelevance or lack of clarity and replaced b,y an equal 
number of new questions., The new revised questions were tested. These new 
questions seemed to be . clear and relevant to the stttdy a.nd were therefore 
:l.noluded in the final draft of the questionnaire. 
Fifty-one nursing students who had completed thirty months of nurs-
ing in a. three year diploma program were asked to pi3I'ticipate in this study. 
This selection was made on the bas1.s that these students have had thirty 
months 0£ preparation in nursing, and this proVides m1fficient learning 
opportunity for basic understanding of digital:i.s and its derivatives. The 
time set for administration of the questionnaire was deo:i.ded upon by the 
educational. director. A member ·of the Nevt;on-Wellesley .faculty submitted 
the questionnaire to the students because the writer was unable to be there 
at the time designated. This faculty member explained the purpose of the 
questiormaire and the students• function in completing it in relation to 
the study .. 
The students were told that they would not be identified as indi-
Viduals and that the results of the questionnaire would not be entered in 
their records. They were asked to answer all questions as completely as 
possible in the period of time that they felt was necessary. 
I 
,I 
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Although most of the students completed the questionnaire in an 
average of forty-five minutes, they were not collected by the instructor 
until the students had finished both the digitalis questionnaire and the 
standardi~ed medical-surgical examination. 
The instructor returned the questionnaires to the writer who then 
proeeeded to tabulate and analyze the data. 
Seqnence 2! Presentation 
A review of the literature is presented in Chapter II. 'l'he method ... 
ology used to collect the data, including a description of the sample, an 
explanation of the general areas that the questionnaire covers and proeure ... 
ment of the data can be found in Chapter III. The presentation and analy-
sis of the findings are discussed in Chapter IV. A summary of the study 
followed by the conclusions and re~ommendations that arose from the study 
are found :in Chapter v. 
CHA.P'l'ER II 
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
A review of literature, some ot which appears in Chapter I,. reveals 
that no stUdies have been done on the nursing student ts understanding of 
the pbarmacodynamies of digitalis.. However, several studies have been done 
on the administration e:tt'medica.tions in general .. 
Randall •sll study stated that of the two4lundred and sixty--eight 
medications prepared and administered by the six sophomore nursing students 
in a. basic collegiate program, during the spring semester of 19)7 1 druse 
affecting the circnlatoey system ranked highest in the number of all drugs 
administered. Ba.ndall11 fUrther determined., that o£ the fifty-six drugs 
that did affect the ciroulatoey_system, the digitali.s group were most fre .. 
q,uently administered. '!'his study demonstrates the fact that the nursing 
student is often called upon to administer digital. is i.n her mn"sing ex ... 
perience. 
Fuerst ~Wolff state, '*A cardinal principle in the administration 
of drugs is that complete understanding of the therapeutic agent reduces 
the possibility of error. ul2 Since digitalis is administered frequently' 
i 11llandaU1 Alma J,, 11To Determine If Patient-Centered Pre And Postoperative 
Nursing Care As Taught In A Be.sic Degree Program (Fundamentals Of 
Nursing III) Can Be Used As A Core Experience For The Teaching And 
The Learning Of Foundation Concepts In Pharmacology." Unpublished 
MaSter•s Thesis, Boston University, Boston, l9S8. 
l2 
Fuerst, Elinor v. and Wolff, LuVerne, Fundamentals of Nursing,. Phila-
delphia: J. B. Lippincott Co., l9S6, p. 376. 
• by the nu1~aing student, sbe should have a. complete understanding of tbe 
medication so tha.t the digitalis thel'"apy can be used to its greatest ad ... 
vantage., 
rarrish,. Well and Wolfson expressed the belief that although errors 
in medications were listed as the most infrequent type ot accident1 ttmedi ... 
eation errors are potentia.l.ly one of the most dangerous types r4 patient 
accident. nl) Many of these errOl"s C1Ul be prevented it the nunblg student 
exhibits caution and understanding in the administration of digitalis.. She 
must constantly take ever:r safeguard against tb$ patient's receiving an tn ... 
eorreet dosage by using thoughtful, conscientious technique. She lllUst be 
aware of and understand 'both the desirable and undesirable effects of digi ... 
talis so that the patientts life is never in ,jeopardy due to tmd.eity or 
overdosage_ ~14 found that the administration of dosages larger than 
that Which had been ordered :ranked thi~ in occurrence of errors in tle ad ... 
ministration of medications.. Nursing s~udents are responaible for these 
errors both as m.embe:tts of the health team and as individuals .. 
Anderson wrote, "Nurses are taught details regarding procedures 
and medications, including dosages and symptoms of various conditions. so 
that they will know what· they al"e doing, why, and what the effects are. nlS 
llparrlsh, Henry M., Weil• 'l'homas P. and Wolfson, Bessie, "Accidents to 
Patients Can Be P.revented, II The American Journal or Nul*si.n~, !)8 f 
679-6821 M~ 1958. 
~et A. K., uJ!h.ors in Giving Medications, u 'Fhe American Journal of 
Nw:-si»St S3; 829-830~. J'llly' 1953. . . 
l$ Anderson, Bernice I., "Nursing Practice and the Law,~ n The American JGUJ" .... 
9!t of Nurs!!g, p. 439, April 1955.-
' 
-- ·---··~----·--- - ____________ ..t__l ___ _ 
ll 
She pointed out the fact that 8'tr!f nurse who admirrl..sters the ineorrect dos-
age of a known medication is negligent even if the pl'.lysician makes an error 
in ordering the dosage_. »igitalis is a known drug, therefore f511er'9' nursing 
student is responsible for know:tng the proper dosage for admim strati on. 
On this basis the nursing student is liable for suit by patients whenever-
she administers digitalis improperly, regardless of the reason for the 
error. 
Krug states, "fJndtU"standing on the part of the nurse ot the relation ... 
ship 'between dosage and potency is tund.amental. to intelligent eooperation. 
with the physician in the eare of the patient Who is receiving digitalis or 
related drugs. ul6 1'he im.portance of thifl statement cannot be overlooked 
sin~;e any effect from digitalis, either therapeutic or toxic1 mq oceur 
from a. single large dose or cumulative smaller doses. The nursing student 
is the administrator and observer in digitalis the:ra.py, and as such she 
must be a.wa.re of the changes to look for and of the need to report these 
4banges. It is her respo:nsibUity to note the effect of the drug and 
report. to the charge nurse and/or pby'sician. so that sate effective use may 
be maintained .. 
F.robman stresses the importance of lmotdng that nsevere or hazard .... 
011S toxicity is usually due to rapid digi:tal.i:aation in excessive dosages, 
a. major change in the physical state of the patient, or failure to observe 
the warnings of t.he minor changes or complaints of the patient. ul7 The 
17 Frohman, op., e:tt., p .. 172. 
~- --~---· -~--~~~-~-----.............:.:.___ __ _ 
12 
nursing student must know a great deal about bel"' patient, and about digi-
talis and its actions 1£ she is to give safe, effective nursing eare. It 
1 
is important that she foresee any untoward reaction as soon as possible, 
Nursing is preventive as well as curative.,. 
In serious poisoning, the symptoms arise tram the part o£ the drug 
wbieh is alre~ absorbed. There is no antidote for digitalis poisoning, 
therefore an overdosage of' di.gitalis or sensitivity on the !.'art of' the pa-
tient may prove fatal. fl'l'he position of the nurse is crucial in the deteo ... 
tion o£ the signs of overdigitalisation before serious intoxication de~ 
velops through the uninterrupted use of digitalis .. n18 The nursing student 
should understand that digitalis accumulates in the b~ since it takes 
six to ten hours for part of the drug to be elim~nated and apprmdma.tel7 
three weeks for total elimination to occur. She should know that because 
tbis elimination is slow the chances of toxicity occurring is greater when 
digitalis is administered at too frequent intervals., Byrnel9 stated that 
failure to give medications at the proper time was the fourth causative 
factor in the occurrence of errors in medication administration. Since 
unfavorable s.ymptoms denote toxicity, the pa~ient ~ needlesslY be de-
prived of this valuable drug if the physician interprets these reactions 
in relation to patient sensitivity to the drug. 
On the other hand, too long a tilrte interval between di~ tal is ad ... 
ministrations may also result in the discontinuance of the drug., The 
purpose of digitalis theraw is to slow the heart rate to a desirable 
18 Mociell and SehwartZ) op., edt,., p. 174. 
l9Byrne. op. cit .. , pp .. 829-8)0., 
/ 
---- ----
·- level and maintain this l~l 'by means .of a maintenance doSe ot digitalis. 
It digitalis is not given ~egalal'ly .at the t-ime specifiedt this purpose 
may n~t be achieved• and the drug mq be erroneously deemed ineffective 
for a particuls.'r' patient. In view of 'tthese findings. the nursing student 
as a member of the health team ha.a an obligation to both the patient and 
the profession to maintain adequate drug t.berapy ,. administering di.gi .... 
talis at the time specified,. 
ftJ'n the final analysis,. hO'W'ewr, it is not the digitalis oompollfld 
used, but rather the facili. t:r and familiarity or the person administer:tng 
it that p$l'lllits effective treatment or the failing hear'li.n20 
Qn the basis Of past experience and the literature provided, it iS 
the b;ypotb.esis of the writer that the nursing student. should, but does 
not, have an understanding of the pb~cdynamics of digitalis., 
20sa.rvajio, Joan, UM.vanoes and Trends in Drug Therapy, 8 Nursipg World, 133: 
26, March 1959. 
·-
CHA.PT• m 
METHODOLOGY 
Selection and De@criptiqn, g! !!n!Ele 
This study was done at the Newton-Wellesley Hospital, which is a 
two-h~ed and ninety bed hoepi tal, located in one of the suburb& of Bos-
ton, Massachusetts. A total of two ... hundred and fifty beds are available 
for ma.dioal-surgieal patients on s::l.:l( units., 
The school of nursing has a. three year diploma program which is ac-
credited by the Accrediting Service of the National League for Nursing,. 
The school has an enrollment of approxima.tel}r one ... hundred and siXty nurs-
ing students., 
Fitty ... one nursing students whQ had completed thirty months o£ nurs-
ing eJtperienee were asked to participate in this study. 'the educational 
director and the writer asked these stlldents to participate because i.t was 
believed that thirt;r months of educational preparation prortded adequate 
oppo~unity- f.or the students to have theoretical instruction and praetioa.1 
e¥perience in the administration of digitalis. 
The questionnaire was the device formulated hy the writer for the 
procurement of the data., Since this study was based on the understanding 
of facts, this method seemed to be "the simplest and most economical method 
o£ obtaining facts. n2l The quest:lonna:lre attempted to elicit answers that 
2l.Jahoda., Marie, Deutsch, Morton, and Cook_, Stewart w .. • iesearoh Methods 1n 
Sooial Relati<m~~ New York• Dryden Pl*ess .. 19.$1, p* 160. · · 
• would present an adequate basis upon which to evaluate the students t under ... 
standing of the pharmacodynamics of digitalis. Tha writer basad the eontent 
ot the questionnaire on her own educational backgx-ound and experience in 
thtl administl"ation of 4igiWist the content found in course out.lines- in 
pharmaeolou Md the emphasis on this content found in pha:rmaeology text 
and :reference books. In order to determine the students t understanding of 
this medication, the thirty ... five items in the questionnaire covered the 
following six areas of the administration of digitaliat the effect, tox-
icity, nurse's responsibility, d.osa.ge• and eontraindications of digitaliSJ 
and the basic physiology of the body.. the primary items selected for de... , 
termining knowledge of effect o:r digitalis were 1 ... 6, 8 .... 10, 12, 13.- 15s-
l71 181 20, 27, 29, and 30~ Items tm111bereri 16* 22; .2S,. 26, 32 and 3S were , -
"ategorieed under toxicity of d:igital.is., Knowledge ot :nurse 1S respcnsibil-
itq was tested with items numbered 2lj 231 24, 33, and 34. The three 
items selected for determining knowledge of dosage were 7, 11 and 19-. 
KnoWledge of contraindications of digitalis was test-ed with items num ... 
bared 28 and )1.4 Item numbe'.r l4 was categorized under physiology,.2l 
'these items: were speeifie.all:y ~elected from a wide ~ange of possi-
. f -' - ' 
bUi ties because in the author's judgment and from the emphasis found in 
the many som"ces ot wxts, references~~d outlines• -the points of infor-
mation included in tbeae questions seemed to highlieht the important 
'' 
. \ '", . -
factors the nursing student needs to know about each of the bread areas 
listed above. 
W.rect:tons for answering the questions were provided Elt the tO, et 
~ 
-·' 
/ _______ .....__. ----
r 
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the questionna.ire. The questionnaire itself was set up :ta four coltm.m.S, 
with the questions on the left and corresponding spaces provided on the 
right for the a.nswers,. The first eolwn:n on the right was given for the in-
dication o£ a ttyes0 answer1 the· second for a 11no" answer and the third tor 
the"raason." 
The request tor reasons was purpose]¥ included in the questionnaire 
to eliminate incorrect interpretation o£ the students • understanding ot 
the pha.n11acod.ynamics of digitalis. The reasons were requested because 
"yea'" ..,. onon answer-s preaent. the students w-ith only' two alternative&, ttyes 11 
ar nno. • According to the Test Construction Unit of the National league 
fot' Nursing, "A student guess:ing wildly has a fift7 per cent chance of 
guessing the right ans~ to each question.. Some students will guess mOl'S 
often than others., n22 l'n view of these statistioa1 a request for the 
reason for all ''non a.runrers was included in the directions and emphasized 
at the time of administration of the questionn.airet. 
The questionnaire was submitted to five graduate nurses, amd on the 
basis of their answers and suggestions a number of questions were deleted 
because they were not clear.. An equal number of new questions were d.,. 
vised to replace those that were removed. These questions were then subo-- · 
mitted to the five graduate nurses,; who answered them and suggested that 
the,r be placed in the final draft of the questionnaire. 
~ . . . 
· · National League for Nursing., 1Ji'he Construction and Use of Teacher-Made 
Tests, n The Use of Tests in Schools ot Nursinft.• frepared by the 'lest 
Construction il'iiit of the National teague £or ursing$ New Yorkt Na-
tional teague tor Nursing, !inc .. , l9S7 • 
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tzhe writer obtained an i.nterview ~.th the director and educational 
director of the school of nursing. The purpose of the study was explained, 
aml permission was set:nll.'ed to administer a questionnaire to fifty ... one nurs ... 
ing students who bad completed thirty months of experience 1n the three 
year diploma. program. 
Permission was granted, and at a time set by the educational dt:ree-
tor, the questionnaire was administered by a member of the .faculty-. The 
writer was not able to be present when . the questimmail'e was scheduled to 
be administered,. A complete explanation of the purpose of the study and 
the students • participation in answering all the questions was emphasized., 
The students were informed that they would not be identified as ind1'rldua.1s 
and t~e results of the quesM.onnaire would not become a part of their' 
records-
'!'he questionnaire en digitalis was di.stributed along with a. etand-
al'dised test in medical ... surgical nursing at three o•clook in the afternoon,. 
The students completed the questionnail"e in approximately fort.y ... five min-
utes and then proceeded to answer the standardj~d test. Collection of the 
. questionnaire was completed at the end of a two hour period., 
I 
e I 
I 
I 
. I 
The instructor returned the questionnaire to the writer the next. 
clay.., The writer then proceeded to tabulate and anal.yze the data. The 
following chapter includes the results of these findings .. 
-----
CHAPTER lV 
PRESENTAT:IDN AN!) .ANALYSIS OF FINDINGS 
Fifty...one nursing student& who had completed thirty months in a three 
year diploma program were given a thirty-five 5.tem questionnaire on the 
pharmacodynamics of digitalis. One q-uestionnaire was deleted from the 
· study because the second page of the two page questionnaire was left. un-
answered. The writer believed that this questionnaire should be removed 
from the final analysis because it cannot be stated that the student knew 
none of the eighteen answers on the second page, since the .first page was 
answered completely,. There were nine correct .and nine incorrect answers 
on the first page. Since one questionnaire was deleted, the .final analysis 
and interpretation of the data is based on a total. of fifty questionnaires~ 
Correct and incorrect answers to the questions and reasons for 11no" 
answers were accumulated from such well-lmown authorities as Goodman and 
Gilman2.3 and Modell and Schwartz. 24 The complete list of references used 
is found in the bibliography. 
Figure l shows the number of incorrect '".resu ... "holt answers on each 
questionnaire per nursing student.. The range of incorrect answers was 
between eleven and twent,r~three per questionnaire. 
2
.3Goodman, Louis and Gilman, Alfrid., The Pharmacological Basis ot Thera-
peutics, New York: Macmillan Go •. , 1941 .. 
2hModell, Walter and Schwartz, Doris R., Handbook of Cardiology for Nurses, 
New York: Springer Publishing Co. Inc., 1949. 
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FIGURE 1 
PROPORTION.OF INCORRECT ANSWERS 
PER NURSING STUDENT 
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The questionnaire resUlts of two separate students showed that the 
lowest and highest number of items answered incorrect~ were eleven and 
twenty-three, respectively. Twenty-eight students answered seventeen to 
twenty-three items incorrectly. In other words, more than half of the 
students gave incorrect answers to one half or more of the items.. Twenty-
two students incorrectly answered eleven to sixteen items. This repre ... 
sents less than one-half of the items on the questionnaire. HOwever, 
when more than f:ifty- per cent of the ~ursing .. students incorrectly an-
swered at least fifty per cent of the questions, the writer believes that 
the nursing students who were included in this study had inadequate knowl-
edge of the pharmacodynamics of digitalis. The students should have had 
more understanding of the medication if they were to administer the drug 
safely and effectively • 
To determine what understanding the nursing students had in ape~ 
eific areas of the pharmacodynamics of digitalis• the questionnaire was 
~vided into six areas: the effect, toxicity, nurse ts responsibility, 
dosage, and contraindieations of digitalis; and the basic p~siology of 
the body. 
Table 1 is a presentation of the nine questions listed under effect 
which should have been answered with a 11yes n response. The nursing stu-
dents gave two hundred and seventy-four correct answers out of a possible 
four hundred and fifty. 
On 'the basis of tM,s table as a whole it can be stated that the 
students had a fa1r understanding regarding the effects of digitalis since 
the number of correct responses were apprec:i.ably greater than the numbe~ 
,. 
TABLE 1 
QUESTIONS ON EFFECT WH!CH SHOULD HAVE 
BEEN ANSWERED WITH A nnsu RESPONSE 
Question Correct Incorrect i Total Number Answers Answers I 
1 46 4 so 
2 17 33 so 
3 45 5 So 
5 .33 17 So 
8 46 4 so 
9 16 34 5o 
12 27 2.3 so 
20 32 18 so 
29 12 38 50 
Total 274 176 4.50 
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of incorrect responses. A more detailed review of the table ~eveals · 
that two of the four items which received the greatest number of correct 
responses referred to the effect of digitalis on the myocardium.. Item 
number S, "Does digitali.s adm1.nistration strengthen the myooardium?n was 
put in as a check for the answer given to item. 11 u:ooes digitalis streng-
then the muscular action of.the heart?" The fact that the numbers of 
correct responses to both questions were similar indicates the students 
had an understanding of the fact that digitalis strengthens the myo-
,... 
The three items which elicited the smallest number of correct re~ 
sponses dealt with several other actions of digitalis in the body, name-
ly, the effect of dig1.talis as a vasoconstrictor, the diuretic effect of 
digi tal.is and the effect of the presence of digitoxin on the acti v:t ty of 
digitalis. The variety of these three effects made it impossible to 
identify the students t lack of understanding of the effect of digital is 
on one area without combining Table 1 and Table 2. Table 2 is a pre ... 
sentation of the questions on effect which should have been answered with 
a "no" response. 
There were more incorrect responses to the-nine questions in 
Table 2 than correct responses and of the one hundred and eighty-seven 
cor.rect responses, wrong reasons were given sixty-eight times, and in 
thir~y-four instances no reasons were listed. I 
The six questions to which the nursing students ga.ve more incorref 
I 
than correct responses referrad to a variety of effects of digitalis, sudh ! 
as; its effect on the vagus nerve, its diuretic effect and its a.ssimila.• 
tion. One of the most frequently missed was question number 17, 11Does 
e 
2.3 
TABLE 2 
QUESTIONS ON EFFECT WHICH "SHOULD HAVE BEEN ANSWERED WITH A 
"NOU RESPONSE AND DATA OF CORRECT, INCORRECT 
AND NO REASONS 
Correct Answers 
Question Incorrect 
Number 
No 
Total of' Answers Correct Incorrect Correet Reasons Reasons Reasons Answers 
4 9 22 2 3), 17 
6, 12 lS 8 .3S lS 
10 3 2 2 1 43 
13 3l -~ 3 .39 11 
J.S 2 6 6 14 36 
17 1 2 3 12 38 
18 14 .3 0 17 33 
27 4 !1 3 12 38 
.30 3 6 7 18 .32 
Total. 68 34 187 263 
i 
I 
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digitalis depress the vagus nerve?" CorrespondiJlgly, as indicated in 
Table .3, forty out of fifty students ·incorrectly answered question. num ... 
ber J.4, "Does the vagus nerve stimulate heart action?" This was the 
only question on basic physiology in the questionnaire. It was included 
in the study to determine whether ~ not the nursing students understood 
the action of the vagus nerve on the heart. The results indicate that 
the nursing students did not know the vagus nerve depresses the heart .. 
The responses to these two questions demonstrate the fact that the stu-
dents did not have the basic understanding of the pharmacologic action 
of digitalis on the vagus nerve. 
Again referring to Table 2, three of the questions received more 
correct replies than incorrect. Two of these three questions dealt 
with the effect of digitalis on the activity of the heart. The third 
question was concerned with the effect of digitalis on the blood press-
ure. 
In the overall view, t,he students showed a greater understanding 
of the effects of digitalis on the heart than in other areas of the 
body. This was shown by the fact that the majority of questions least 
frequently missed dealt with the effect of digitalis on the heart. The 
doctor considers the use of digitalis therapy in relation to its effect 
on the entire body, and he depends on the nurse to record and report these 
therapeutic and untoward effects when they are observed. These results 
indicate the doctor coUld not rely on almost fifty per cent of these 
nursing students for assistance in identifYing the therapeutic effects o~ 
i 
digitalis therapy. ' 
I 
IJ 
'j 
) 
I ,. 
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TABLE 3 
QUESTIONS ON BASIC PHYSIOLOGY WHICH SHOULD HAVE BEEN 
.ANSWERED WITH A 11N0 11 RESPONSE .AND DATA OF 
CORRECT, INCORRECT AND NO REASONS 
Correct, Jnsw:ers 
Question Incorrect 
Number Total o:f Answers Correct Incorrect No Correct Reasons Reasons Reasons Answers, 
14 5 4 1 10 40 
Total 4 1 10 4o 
------
• 
' 
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Table 4 shows a wide range of correct n:yes» responses in relation 
to digitalis toxicity. Question number 22, "Does nausea in the presence 
of digitali3 administration impair appetite?" was answered-correctly b,y 
forty~six of the fifty students. The fact that only four of the students 
failed to answer this question correctly indicates that the stude~ts as 
a whole had a good understanding of the relation between appetite im-
paired by' nausea. and digitalis toxicity. 
The item which dealt with a decrease in body tempera.t1ll"e was an-
swered correctly by twenty~nine students and incorrectly answered b,v 
twenty-one,. The response to this question when compared with the even 
division of correct and incorrect replies to the item which referred to 
yellow vision as a result of digitalis toxicity indicates almost half or 
~ the students understood these toxic reactions and almost half did not. 
On the basis of the answers to these questions the writer believe& 
these nursing students had an average understanding of the toxic effects 
of digitalis. However, Table 5 exhibits more incorrect than correct 
responses.,. 
Question number twenty-five, unoes digitalis toxicity produce 
anasarca?" which was missed by forty-five of the students, was 1.neorrectly 
answered more than any other question, and the five students who gave 
correct answers gave no reason. Sixty per cent of these students ques-
tioned the term "anaeareau on their questionnaires. In view of this, . ' 
the writer believes that the term "edeman would have been more ei'feeti ve 
in determining the students t knowledge of the toxicity of digitalis. 
e 
i 
I 
\e 
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TABLE 4 
QUESTIONS ON TOncrry WHICH SHOULD HAVE 
BEEN ANSWERED WITH A nmu RESPONSE 
Question Oorrect Incorrect Total. Number Ansuers Answers 
22 46 4 So 
26 29 2l so 
3) 2S 2;j so 
Total 100 so l~O 
·• 
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TABLES 
QUESTIONS ON TOXICITY 'WH!CH SHOULD HAVE BEEN ANSWERED 
WITH A "NOtt RESPONSE AND DATA OF CORRECT, 
INCORRECT AND NO REASONS 
I 
I Correct AnsWArls ! 
·Question 1 Correct Incorrect No ·.ro'tai o:r Incorrect 
Number I Reasons Reasons Reasons Correct Answers Answers 
I 
I 
I 
' 
I 
16 2 3 8 13 31 
25 0 0 5 5 45 
.. 
.32 14 2 
' 
19 ' 31 
' I; 
Total. 16 s I 16 31 i 113 
I i 
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.As found in the area or effect (Table 2) the remaining two items 
in each referred to entirely different areas of toxicity, namely, the 
lack of toxic effect on muscle coordination and certain nervous system 
responses. Therefare, a correlation of these could not be made. The 
numbers of incorrect responses were 1.ncreased in the total calculation 
because, of the thirty-seven correct responses, only sixteen correct 
reasons were given. There were five incorrect reasons, and sixteen of 
the correct responses stated no reason tor the response giv~n. 
A comparison o£ Table 4 and Table $ illustrates the fact that the 
students t understanding of to.rlcity in the administration of digitalis 
was limited. 
As shown in Table 6, the question which was least frequently an-
~ swered incorrectly was item number 2). This indicates that most of the 
nursing students understood that the rate, volume and ~hytbm of the pa-
tient•s pulse predetermine nursing responsibilitiea of administration of 
digitalis. The two questions whose incorrect responses exceeded the 
correct responses both dealt with the nurse•s responsibility in relati.on 
to the diuretic effect of digitalis. This indicates these nurses did not i 
e. 
understand the diuretic effect of digitalis. 
The results shown in Table 7 reinforce the data found in Table 6 
because there were eight more incorrect answers to item number 34, "Does 
digitalis omission in the presence of a pulse below 60 preclude the 
following dosage?" than to question number 23. In addition to the in-
creased number of incorrect responses, of the forty-six correct replies, 
the students gave three incorrect reasons, and seven students gave no 
I 
i.~ 
: .. 
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TABLE 6 
QUJ!STIONS ON NURSE'S RESPONSIBn.ITY 
WHICH SHOULD HAVE BEEN .ANffiiEREO 
'WITH A ffn;sn RESPONSE 
Ques,tion Correct l'ncorrect 
,_.otal Number , Answer& Answers 
21 19' 3l ~0 
2) 43 7 So 
2k 2l 29 5o 
Total 83 67 lSO 
l 
! 
' 
e 
3l 
TABLE 7 
QU!STlONS ON NUHSE•S RESPONSIB1LITY WHICH SHOULD HAVE BEEN 
. ANSWERED WITH A "N011 RESPONSE AND DATA OF 
CORRECT, INCORRECT AND NO REASONS 
Correct Answers 
Question Incorrect 
Number CorrE!ct lncowect No Total of Answers 
Reasons B.aasons Reasons Correct 
. Answers 
33 24 3 4 31 19 
34 12 0 3 15 JS 
Total .36 '1 46 $4 
.32 
reasons for their answers. This indicates that a1 though the students 
knew the value of checking the rate. volume and rhythm of the pulse be-
fore the administration of digitalis, they did not know that the pulse 
should be checked before each dosage of digitalis. 
The nursing students 1 understanding of their responsibility in 
continuing fluids during digitalis toxicity was higher than their under-
standing of their responsibility in omitting digitalis if the patient's 
pulse was below sixty. This difference was seen by the fact that there 
were thirty-one correct repl1.es to question number .3.3, nnoes the immedi-
ate nursing care in the presence of anorexia, nausea, vomiting, and co-
pious salivation require the discontinuance of all fluids?" and only 
fifteen correct responses to question number .34. But1 it should be noted 
that of the thirty-one correct responses there were three wrong reasons 
given$ and four responses had no reasons l:i.sted. These seven incorrect 
or no reasons coupled with the nineteen incorrect responses further re-
veals that the nursing students were not sware of their responsibil$ties 
in the administration and observation of digitalis therapy. This is 
alarming, not only from the standpoint of safety for the patient, but also 
from the standpoint of' the nursing student who is liable for errors which 
she makes in the administration of medicationsy 
On the basis of a. ttyes" - nnon response the combined answers as-
indicated in Table 8 and Table 9 show that the nursing students had ade-
quate knowledge in the area of digitalis dosage. Examination of Table 8 
reveals only ten incorrect responses to quesM.on 19 "Does 0 .. 1 Gm of 
digitalis administered once a ~ supply the average maintenance dosage?" 
! 
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TABLE 8 
QUESTIONS ON DOSAGE WHICH SHOULD 
HAVE BEEN ANSWERED Wl'J.'H 
A nmu RESPONSE 
: Question Correct Incorrect 
Number Answers Answers Total 
l9 40 10 so 
Total 4o 10 $0 
.34 
TABLE 9 
QUESTIONS ON DOSAGE WHICH SHOULD HAVE BEEt~ ANSWERED WITH A 
ftN0° RESPONSE AND DATA OF CORRECT, 
INCORRECT AND NO REASONS 
Correct Answers 
Question Incorrect 
Number Total of Answers. Correct Incorrect No 
Reasons: Reasons Reasons· Correct 
Answers 
7 25 4 ll 40 10 
ll 1.3 3 lO 26 24 
Total. )8 1 21 66 
/ 
I 
Table 9 illustrates thirt,v~our incorrect responses. The combined tetal 
of .forty-four ineGrrect answers out of a possible one huncbred and fifty 
was not indicative of lack of knowledge in itsel:f1 but this coupled with 
the :Pact that e£ the sixty'-six. correct responses there wez,e seven wreng 
reascms given and twent~ne wi. th no reasons listed, decreased the amount i 
or ocmpletely correat responses to .sevent;r-eighih 1.lds result indicates 
that little more than half (}f the students had sufficient knowledge of the 
dosage ef digitalis. 
'J.'he two questions which det:tlt with oontraindications Were oerreotly 
answered by more than half of the students. The results reveal. that more 
than half of the students lm.ew that partial heart blt;ck eont:raindiaates 
the admitdstration Qf digital.is, and less thal:l halt the stud.ents knew 
that the administration of digitalis is oo:ntrain.dicated in ventrieular 
tachycardia. 'l'heee resul"bs indicate that more than halt ef these stu-
dents had the kn&Wledge to assist the doctor b.V' :informing him ot evidence 
ot oontZ"ahdicatiens to &rders tor digitalis which be has given. 
An examination of the results of this questio:rme.ire shews that m.m-e 
than half ef tbeae students gave incorrect ammers to ene halt or more Qf 
the thirty-f1ve items. 
Aeeording to the questions answered oorrec~ fUld. incorrectl¥, the 
students who pariioipated in this study apparentl,y bad knowledge in the 
~, six areas iaoluded, listed sequentialq from greatest to least amount of 
1 information,. about digitalis. The following sequence which can be eeen 
if11'able n is <UJsage1 effect,. contraindications, toxicity, nursa•s re• 
sprmsibility and basie pbysiolegj-. Certain other items of intomation 
I 
I 
I 
a 
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TABLE lO 
QUESTIONS ON CONTRAINDICATION WHICH 
SHOULD HAVE BEEN ANSWERED 
. WITH A "YES n RESPONSE 
Question Correct Incorrect Total Number Answer Answer 
28 20 )0 50 
.31 .32 18 5o 
Total )2 48 100 
' .. 
. ·--·-
·I 
...... 37 
' 
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TABLE 11 ' 
NUMBER .AND PER CENT OF STUDENTS WHO INCORRECTLY ANSWERED i 
QUESTIONS IN SPECIFIC AREAS 
Nurse's 
Responsi- Contra- Basic 
!Ques- Effect Toxicity bi1ity Dosage ~di.cations Physio1 dg;v 
It ion Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per. Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per 
No. . ber cent ber cent ber cent ber cent ber cent ber cen:t 
25 45 90 
10 43 86 
14 40 80 
29 38 76 
27 38 76 
17 38 76 
16 37 74 
' 
15 36 72 
' 34 35 70' 
9 34 68 
2 33 66 
18 33 66 
e 30 32 64 21 31 62 
32 31 62 
28 30 60 
24 29 58 
35 25 5o 
11 24 48 
12 23 46 
26 21 42 
33 19 38 
31 18 36 
20 18 36 
4 17 34 
5 17 34 
6 15 30 
13 ll 22 
7 10 20 
19 10 20 
23 7 14 
3 5 10 
1 4 8 
8 4 8 
22 4 8 
Average 
Per Cent 44 .. [ 54.~ 65 29 .. 48 80 
·-
. -
. 
--- .:!.--. 
----
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I 
~( were apparent from the students ' answers. The students knew more about 
u 
the effect of digitalis on the myocardium and of the activity on the heart~ 
the need for checking the patient's pulse before the administration of 
digitalis and the dosage of digitalis. Conversely, they knew less about 
the effect of digitalis on the vagus nerve, the renal system, muscle co.-
ordination and certain nervous system responses. Also their knowledge of : 
the contraindications or digitalis was feirly low. 
Since the data indicated the students had a lack of understanding 
of the diuretic effect of d1gitaJSs, the writer combined the answers to 
the five questions on diuresis to determine how much lmowledge the nurs- 1 
ing students had of the diuretic effect of digitalis. Three incorrect 
answers out of a total of five was conaidered by the writer to demonstrate 
insufficient knowledge.. Figure 2 shows that out of fifty' students, fif-
teen students had adequate knowledge, thirty-one students had inadequate 
knowledge, end four students had no knowledge of the diuretic effect of 
digitali.s. A total of thirty-five students were not adequately prepared , 
to observe and report the diuretic effect of the medication .. 
The folloWing chapter. includes a summary, the conclusions, and the ' 
reeommendationa. 
I 
- --~~~~ .. -""" ___._ . _ ___,_..-..__._::~ 
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FIGURE 2 
CORRECT AND INCORRECT ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS WHICH DEALT WITH 
THE DIURETIC EFFECT OF DIGITALIS 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Summary 
This study was undertaken to· determine the phar-macodynamics of digi-
talis which this sample of nursing students underst~Gd at the end of thirty 
months in a three year diploma program. The study attempted to answer the 
following questions: 
1.. Does the nursing student reveal a deficiency in her knowledge 
of digitalis and its derivatives in the following areas? 
a. The purpose of the administration of digitalis. 
b. The therapeutic effect of digital~s. 
c. The average dosage of digitalis. 
d., The toxic symptoms of digitalis. 
\ 
e. The contraindications of digitalis. 
2. Does the nursing student reveal a deficiency in her knowledge 
of responsibility to the patient, the nurse in charge and the ph,ysician 
When she is administering digitalis? 
A review of the literature reveals that no studit:?s have been done on 
I 
the nursing student's understanding of the pharmacodynamics of digital:is.j 
I 
However, many studies have been done on the administration of medication· 
in general. Spec:i.al emphasis has been placed on the importance of the 
nurse ts understanding of all medicati.ons she admini stars • 
! 
I 
I 
The tool used for collecting the dat.a was a quesMonnaire consisting 
of thirty-five items. The questionnaire elicited answers that presented a· 
basis upon which to evaluate the students t understanding of the pharmaco-
dynamics of digitali.s.,. 
Fifty-one nursing students who had completed thirty months educa-
tional experience in the three year diploma program at the Newton-Wellesley 
Hospital, participated in the study. In the final analysis, fifty students 
were evaluated. One student was eliminated from the study because she did 
not complete the questionnaire. 
~ I talis and its derivatives to administer these medications with the under-
standing that is necessary. 
The findings of the study confirm the writer's belief. They are as' 
follOWSl 
1. The range of incorrect answers per questionnaire was between 
eleven and twenty-three* 
2. No question was answered correctly by all of the students. 
). Fifty per cent of the students incorrectly answered more than 
fifty per cent of the thirty-five questions on the questionnaire. 
I 4. Twenty per cent of the students correctly answered question 
! j 
number fourteen,. 11Does the vagus nerve stimulate heart aeti.on? 11 
S. Twenty-four per cent of the students knew that digitalis st:lmu ... , 
' 
lates the vagus nerve, as indicated by their correct answers to quest1.o~ 
• number seventeen, nDoes digitalis depress the vagus nerve?" 
~- ----
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6. Thirty-five per cent of the students correctly answered the six 
questions that dealt with the nurse's responsibility in digitalis admini-
stration. 
7.. Forty ... £ive per cent of' the st~udents answered the questions re-
lated to digitalis toxicity correctly. 
8, Items on contra.indi.eation were answered correctly by fifty-two 
per cent of the nursing students. 
9. Fifty-six per cent of the students answered questions included 
in the area. of the effect of' digitalis correctly. 
10.. Seventy-one per cent of the students correctly answered the 
questions on dosage~ 
11. Fifteen students had adequate knowledge, thirty .... one students 
e had inadequate knowledge, and four students had no knowledge of the di-
uratic effect o£ digitalis., 
12.. The most frequently missed question, number twenty-five ttDoes 
digitalis produce anasarca?n was incorrectly answered by ninety-five per 
cent of the students. Sixty- per cent o£ the students questioned the term 
anasarca... 
1). Question number ten, "Does digi tal1.s decrease muscle irri ta-
bili ty?n was the second most frequently failed by the students.. E:i.gbty-
nine par cent of the student.s answered this question incorrectly., 
14. The students knew more about the effect of digi taJ..is on the 
myocardium and of the activity on the heartoo 
15.. The students knew less about the effect of. dig1,talis on the 
vagus nerve, renal system and nervous system. 
16o The students recognized the need for checking the patient's 
pulse before the admi.nistrat:i on of digital:ls. 
Conclusion 
The data collected in this study supported the hypothesis that the 
nursing student should, but does no~ have an understanding of the phar.maco~ 
dynamics of digitalis. This conclusion which pertains only to the sample 
included in this study, was made for the following reasons: 
1. More than half of the students gave incoiTeot answers to one 
half or more of the thir~-five items. 
2. While the students seemed to know more about the effect of 
digitalis on the ~ocardium and heart action, their knowledge of other 
effects of digitalis was limited. 
3. The relatively high number of incorrect responses on the items 
identified as "Nursers Responsibility" is indicative of a low level of 
understanding of the role of the nurse in safe and accurate administra-
tion of di.gitalis. 
4. The students were limited in their knowledge of the toxic effects 
of digitalis as indicated by the relatively high number of incorrect re-
eponsea on the items identified as "Toxicity.u 
liecommendations 
It is on the findings of this study that the followi.ng recommenda-
tiona are made: 
1. That facul t1_es in schools of nursing should do an exhaustive 
study on the, nursing stu~ents t understanding of the pharmacodynamics of 
digital1.s and its derivatives.: 
2. That a study should be done which wHl include the skills that 
are necessary for preparation and administration of' dig:itali.s and its de-
rivatives .. 
.3. That academic and alini.caJ. faculty should provide an on go1ng 
educational progrwn related to digitalis and its derivatives. 
4. That similar studies should be dane on other medications that 
are connnonly administered by nursing students .. 
" 
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APPENDIX 
e. 
---
Questionna±mon the Phar.macodynamics of Digitalis 
NAME 
---------------------
DIRECTIONS: Please read each question carefully. If' you believe the 
answer is yes, place a (0 in the yes column. I:f you 
believe the atWwer is no, place s. ( v1 in the no colmnn 
and give ;your reason in the col1.1mn provided. 
l. Does digitalis strengthen the musoUlar action 
of' the heart? · 
2. Does digitalis act as a vasoconstrictor? 
,3. Does digitalis administration increase the 
tonus of the heart? · 
4. Does digital is abolish irregularity of the 
heart? 
5. lloes digitalis administration strengthen the 
myocardium? 
6. Does digitalis lower the blood pressure? 
7. Does the maintenance dosage of digitalis 
exceed that o£ the digitalization dose? 
B. Does digitalis have a aumulative effect? 
9. Does digitalis have a diuretic effect? 
10. Does digitalis decrease cardiac muscle 
irritability?· 
11. Does O .. l gram of d:tgitalis· administered 
once a d~ determine the maximum dosage? 
l2. Does digitalis increase the blood supply 
through the kidneys? 
13. Does digitalis increase the heart rate? 
14.. Does the vagus nerve stimulate heart 
action? 
15. Does digitalis produce digitalization more 
effectively than other derivatives of digitalis? 
Y'es No . Reason 
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• 
Questioxm.a.i.rs on the Pharmacodynamics of Digitalis, Cont. 
~6. Does digitalis tmdcity impair muscle co-
ordination? 
17. Does digitalis depress the vagus nerve? 
18. Does digitalis administration require a 
reading of the pulse pl"essure'f 
19. Does 0.1 gram o£ digitalis administered 
once a day supply the average maintenance 
dosage? 
20.. Does digitalis administration oa.use an 
immediate decrease in pulse rate? 
21. Does digitalis administration necessi ... 
tate the recording of intake and output? 
22. DQes nausea in the presence of digi~ 
talis administration impair appetite? 
2.3. »oes the rate, volume, and rh.'Vthm o£ the 
patientts pulse predetermine digitalis ad-
ministration? 
24, Does d.igi talis administration require 
close observation o£ the patient's weight? 
2$.· Does digitalis toxicity produce anasarca? 
26, Poes the body temperature dr-op below 
normal in digital is toxicity? 
27. Does the assimilation of digitalis take 
place more COillpletely than that of digitoxin? 
28. Does ventricular taohyoardia contraindi-
cate digitalis administration? 
29. Does the activity o£ digitalis depend 
upon the presence of digitoxin? 
JO. Does digitalis toxicity produce polyuria? 
.31. Does partial heart block contraindicate 
digitalis administration? 
32. Does digitalis toxicity produce headache, 
dr,y mouth, and talkativeness? 
Yes No Reason 
I 
I 
• Questionnaire on the Phar.maoodynamica of Digitalis. Cont. 
)3. Does the :immediate nursing oare in the pres-
ence of anorexia, nausea, vomiting, and eopioua 
salivation require the discontinuance of all 
fluids? 
34. Does digitalis omission in the presence of 
a. pulse below 60 preclude the following dosage? 
35, Does digitalis toxicity produce yellow 
Vision? 
Yes No Reason 
